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ABSTRACT 
Let A and B be Hermitian matrices, and let c(A, B) = min,,,,,p= ,(xH(A + iB)r). 
The matrix pair {A, B} is called a definite pair, and the corresponding eigenvalue 
problem /?Ax = (YBX is definite if c(A, B) > 0. The relationship between the eigen- 
values of {A, B} and those of a definite pair of the form {XFAX,, XYBX,} is studied in 
this paper. The eigenvalues of (XrAX,, XFBX,} are said to be the relative eigenvalues 
of {A, B} with respect to the subspace R(X,). From the main result of this paper one 
can deduce a corresponding conclusion on Hermitian matrices. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper we use the following notation. The symbol C’nX” 
denotes the set of complex m x n matrices, C” = Cnx’, and @ = C’. 
[w denotes the set of real numbers. AN stands for the conjugate transpose of a 
matrix A. I’“’ is the n X n identity matrix, and 0 is the null matrix. For a 
Hermitian matrix A with the set of its eigenvalues h(A) = (A,},~=,, A > 0 
(A > 0) denotes that A is positive definite (positive semidefinite), and 
h,,(A) = mini hi. 11. )I2 d enotes the Euclidean norm for vectors and the 
spectral norm for matrices. R(A) is the column space of a matrix A. The 
orthogonal projector onto R(A) is denoted by PRcAj. 
This section will give some definitions and basic results on definite matrix 
pairs. 
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Let A, B E CnXn be Hermitian. {A, B} is a definite matrix pair if [2-41 
(1.1) 
D(n) denotes the set of all 12 X n definite pairs. 
A nonzero vector x E C” is an eigenvector of {A, B) E D(n) belonging to 
the eigenvalue (a,/?) if 
(cz,~) # (0,O) and @Ax = ~Bx. 
A(A, B) denotes the set of all eigenvalues of (A, B). 
A subspace X c C" is an eigenspace of {A, B) E D(n) if 
dim( AZ+ BX) < dim X. 
Let {A, B} E D(n), X, E Cnx’ with rank X, = I, and let 
A, = XFAX,, B, = X,HBX,. (1.2) 
Obviously, {A,, B,) E D(Z). Th e eigenvalues of {A,, II,} are said to be the 
relative eigenvalues of {A, B} with respect to the subspace R(X,) (ref. [l]). It 
is well known that if 8(X,) is an eigenspace of {A, B), then MA,, B,) c 
A(A, B) (see [2]>. In such a case, the subspace R(X,) is also said to be the 
eigenspace of (A, B) corresponding to its eigenvalues (A? ~~1,. . . , (A,, pl). 
Here {(Ai,pi)},!= i = A(A,, B,). This paper assumes that R(X,) is an approxi- 
mation of an eigenspace R(X,) of {A,B}, and investigates the relationship 
between A(X’~‘,,R~Bk,) and A(X~AX,,X~BX,). The main result will be 
stated in Section 2, and a corollary on Hermitian matrices will be given in 
Section 3. 
The distance between two nonzero number pairs ((Y, p) and (6, fi> will be 
expressed by the chordal metric 
The distance between two Z-dimensional subspaces R(X,) and R(X,), where 
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X,, if, E Cnxz and rank X, = rank x’, = 1, will be expressed by 
d,(R(X,), W)) = II G(X,) - Gr~X,J12. 
Let 
Qi = X,( X;X,) -1’2, Q, = a,(ayr?,)-““. 
Then (see [4]) 
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(1.3) 
(1.4) 
4(R(X,)J@d) = (III- Q:'Q~Q:'Q~~~~)~'~ (1.5) 
=Ijsin@(X,,X,)((a, (1.6) 
where 
O( Xl, xl) = arccos (QpQ,QrQ,)‘/” > 0. 
Moreover, if Q = (Qi, Qa) and Q = (Q,, 6,) are unitary matrices, then for 
any unitarily invariant matrix norm (( * I( we have (see [4I) 
It is worthwhile to point out that we may assume without loss of 
generality that the above mentioned matrices Xi and 2, satisfy a???, = 
X:X, = I, because this does not change the subspaces R(X,) and R(x?,) or 
the eigenvalues of {XFAX,, XrBX,) and {RF&,, XFBX’,). 
The following results (Theorems 1.1-1.4) will be used in Sections 2-3. 
THEOREM 1.1 [2]. Let (A, B} E D(n). Then there is a nonsingdur matrix 
X E Cnxn such that 
THEOREM 1.2 [2]. Let (A, B} E D(n), cp E R, and 
A,=coscpA-sinqB, B,=sinqA+coscpB. (1.8) 
Then there is a ~E[O,~~TTT) such that B,> 0 and c(A,R)=&,~“(R,). 
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Let (A, B},(A, fi) E D(n), and let 
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C = {xH(A + iB)x :x E C”}, C?={x”(A+iB)x:&P}. 
Take in the complement of e U C a ray R extending from the origin of C. 
For each nonzero point LY + ip E @ define 0(cw, /3) as the angle subtended by 
R and (~(Lu + ip):t > 0) measured clockwise (see [2]). Let xi,fi EC”, 
(Ai, pi) # 0, and (ii, Fiji) f 0 satisfy 
p&xi = A,Bx,, 
and let 
Bi = B(r,fAxi,x~‘Bxi), 
Then (0,) and {&J are said 
respectively. 
i=l,...,n. 
to be the eigenangIes of {A, B} and (A,@, 
THEOREM 1.3 [3]. Let {A, 9) E D(n), and let A = A + E, Z? = B + F be 
n X n Hermitian matrices. If 
~({AJ-%{A,@) = ,,y=, 
(XHEX)2 + ( Xf%)2 
(x~Ax)‘+(~~~B~)’ 
<I, (1.9) 
12 
then (A,B}ED(~). Moreover, let h(A,B)={(A,,pi)I and h(A,B)=((Ai,F.i)) 
be ordered so that the corresponding eigenungles satisfy 8, Q . . . < en and 
e,< ... ,< 8,,. Then 
P((A,,I*i).(~i,Fi))~s({A,B},{‘,‘}), i=l ,...,n, 
where 
s({A,BL{AB}) = ,,yax p((xHAX,~HB~),(~H&~HB;;)). 
x z-1 
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THEOREM 1.4. Let X,,_f’, E Cnxz with rank X, = rank ??I = 1, and let 
T E CnXn be nonsinguEar. Then jbr any unitarily invariant matrix norm 1). 11, 
Proof. Define Q1, 0, by (1.41, and construct unitary matrices Q = 
tQl,Q2) and 0 = Co,, &I. Let 
ff, = TQl(QrTHTQ,)-1’2, CJ~=T-~Q,[Q~(T~T)-~Q~]-~‘~ 
and 
o1 = TQ,(@THT&-1’2, ri,=T-H&[@(THT)-1d;,]-1’2. 
Then (V,, V,) and <o,,62,) are unitary matrices, R(TX,) = RCU,), and 
R(T&) = R(6,). By (1.71, 
2. MAIN RESULT 
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let {A, B) E D(n), MA, B) = {(hi, F~>}:_~, and let R(X,) 
be the eigenspace of {A, B} corresponding to it.s eigenvalues {(Xi, /.L~)):~ 1,
where X, E Cnxz satisfies Xf’X, = I. Let 2, E Cnxz, XHif’, = I, and let R(X,) 
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be an approximation of R(X,) satisfying 
d,(R(%)J@d) < 
min(J~,l}*c(A,B) 
max(,h~J)-I/(AB)II, ’ (2’1) 
where {A,, B,} = {XFAX,, XFSX,}. Moreover, let (A,, B,) = @FAR,, BABY’,) 
satisfy 
G({A,,R,),{k&}) <I> (2.2) 
and let MA,, B,) = {(ii, fiiii)>iz 1. Suppose that {(hi, /-L~)}~~ 1 and {(ii, iii))f= 1 
are ordered so that the corresponding eigenangles satisfy 0, < * * . < 8, and 
e,< -** < Jl, respectively. Then 
i=l,..., 1, (2.3) 
where p(.;) is the chordal metric, and d,(*;) and a(*;) are defined by 
(1.3) and (N), respectively. 
Proof. This theorem is proved by the following two steps. 
step 1. By the hypotheses, there is a nonsingular matrix X, = (X,,Y,) E 
C”“” such that 
in which h(A,, B,) = ((Ai,pL)}f=l. Furthermore, by Theorem 1.1 there is a 
nonsingular matrix Q2 E C=(n-z)x(“-‘) such that 
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and A,, M, satisfy 
Az,+M;=I. 
Let 
X, = y&2 > X=(X,,&). 
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(2.4) 
Then X is nonsingular, and we have 
XffAX = (2.5) 
Let 
z, = x- ‘2, = 211 ( 1 z ’ z,, E czxz. 21 (2.6) 
Then 
d, = Z;A,Z,, + Z,H,A2Z,,, 
(2.7) 
Let B, be defined by (1.8) so that c(A, B) = A,i,(Bqp). Then from (1.81, 
(2.5), and (2.4) we get 
sincpAl+cospB, 0 
c( A, B)XHX < XHB,X = 
0 sinrpA, +cospM, 
Therefore 
1 
IlXll~ G -max{I(sincpA,+cospB,II,, ((sinph2+cos~MM,11~} 
c(A,B) 
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and so we have 
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Moreover, from (2.5), (2.41, and (2.8) we get 
min{A,,,(At + Bf),l}Z < ’ 
I’“-0 
= ( XHAX)2+ ( XHBX)2 =sX”(AX,BX)(AX,BX)~X 
Therefore we have 
II II2 
IN-‘II2 G 
m=(JiiGGGiL71) 
~~min( d-i 1) ’ 
(2.9) 
From (1.61, (1.101, (2.61, (2.81, (2.91, and (2.1) we get 
d2( 4 (3). zw) = d,(R(X-‘x,), B(X-‘Q) 
G IIXlI,II~-‘ll2~2(~~~~~~~~~~~) < 1. (2.10) 
The inequality (2.10) means that the matrix Z,, is nonsingular. Conse- 
quently, 
{%A,&,, Z&L) E D(l), h(Z;A,Z,,,Z$VG,) = A(A,,B,). 
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Hence, under the condition (2.2), by Theorem 1.3 and (2.7) we have 
Ix~z~A,z~,~x~z~H,M,z,~~ - x~~:~B,z,,x~~z,H,A,z~~x~ 
= max 
Ilxllz = 1 
J( x~Z;A,Z,,X)~+ ( x~Z;B,Z,,X)~ d( xH&x)‘+ ( x~I%~x)~ 
1 x”Z;A,Zl,xM, - xHZfiB,ZI,xA2 
<--- max 
c(A,B) IIXII~=I 
JC x~ZEA,Z,,~)~+ ( x~Z~B,Z,,X)~ 
IlzeJ; 
G--- 
c(A, B) IIX?% 
p((xHZ~A,Z,,x,xHZ~BIZ,,r),(‘j,CLj)). (2.1’) 
Ifl<.j<rI 
Utilizing the minimax property of the eigenvalues of a definite matrix 
pair (see [2]>, we can prove that 
Substituting this into (2.111, we get 
i=l ,...) 1. (2.12) 
Step 2. From (2.6) and z’,“gI = I, we have 
2, = xz,, ZHXHXZ 1 = z 1 . 
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Consequently, by (1.51, 
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= 8 XHX _;Ffx XHX 
2 2 2 1 1 2 2 
=p::[xq(l- X,X:‘)X2]Z2,1je. (2.13) 
In the following we shall give a lower bound for h,i,(XF(Z - X,XF)X,). 
Take a matrix V2 E Cnxcn-‘) such that V = (X,, Vz) is unitary. Let 
w,2 W,=VHX2= w ( 1 ) w,, e (pn-OX(n-l) 22 (2.14) 
Then 
Xf(l- x,x;)x,=w~w2,. (2.15) 
let 
Define the matrices A, and 3, by (1.8) so that c(A, B) = lmin(B,>, and 
A- P = V “A V ‘p ’ &, = V “BJ, 
and 
(2.16) 
Then Theorem 1.2 and the relation (2.5) give 
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where 
and 
Write 
A,(cp) =diag(Al+,(cp),...,A,(cp)), 
M,(cp) =diag(~CL++l(V))‘...,CLn((P)), 
x&J) + MSP) = 1. 
Then from (2.16) and (2.171, 
and so 
Observe that 
ll~22112~II~,ll~=~~~~~~~+~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~z~ 
and from (2.14) and (2.17) 
M,(cp)=W,H&W,>c(A,B)W,HW,=c(A,B)X,HX,. 
Moreover, from (2.4) and (2.5) 
I = ( X,HAX,)2 + ( X;BX2)2 
= X~(AX,,BX,)(AX,,BX,)HX, 
G //(A> B) ~~,“llx,II;%“& 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
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and from (1.8), (2.51, and (2.4) we get 
c(A,B)X2HX,~X,HB,X,=sincph,+coscpMz; 
thus 
Substituting (2.22) into (2.211, we have 
x:x, 2 c(A,B)Z 
II 11: 
Combining this with (2.201, we get 
M,(cp) a 
c”(A, B)Z 
II II: ’
Further, substituting (2.19) and (2.23) into (2.18), we obtain 
w,“,w,, 2= 
c”(A, B)Z 
II&B) 11; ’ 
Combining this with (2.13) and (2.151, we get 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
From the inequalities (2.12) and (2.24) we obtain the estimate (2.3). n 
REMARK 2.2. The inequality (2.3) shows that under the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.1 one has 
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3. RELATIVE EIGENVALUES OF A HERMITIAN MATRIX 
This section considers a Hermitian matrix A E CnXn. 
Let X, E Cnx’, XFX, = 1. The eigenvalues of A, = Xf’AX, are said to be 
the relative eigenvalues of A with respect to the subspace R(X,) (see [l]). It 
is well known that if R(X,) is an eigenspace of A, i.e., AR(X,) c R(X,), then 
A(A,) c A(A). In such a case, the eigenspace R(X,) is also said to be the 
eigenspace of A corresponding to its eigenvalues A,, . . . , A,. Here (A$= 1 = 
A(A,). 
Now we assume that R(z,) is an approximation of an eigenspace R(X,) 
of A. The following theorem, as a corollary of Theorem 2.1, clarifies the 
relationship between A(XFA.%,) and A(XFAX,>. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A E CnX” be Hermitian with A(A) = {Ai),?,, Xi E 
C”“‘, XpX, = 1, and let R(X,) be the eigenspace of A corresponding to its 
eigenvahm {A,):=,. Let %I E C”“‘, - RrX, = I, and let R(X,) be an upproxi- 
m&ion of R( X 1) satisfying 
4(NX,LR(~,))<l. (3.1) 
Moreover, let 
and A(d,) = Ili)il=_~. Suppose that (A,):,l and {&)f=, are ordered so that 
A,< . . . <A, and A, < .** < i,, respectively. Then 
IAj - ii1 < max hi-- AjId~(R(Xl),R(-%l)) 
ldi<Z 
(3.2) 
Z+l<j<n 
~211AI12d~(R(X,),R(~I)), i=l,...,l. (3.3) 
Proof. Consider the matrix pair {A, tl) E D(n), where t > 0. Obviously, 
A(A, tZ> = {(Ai, t&Y’= 1, and R(X,) is the eigenspace of {A, tZ) corresponding to 
its eigenvalues ((hi, t))f+. Moreover, the definite pairs {A,, tZ) and {A,, tI) 
satisfy 
$IA,tZl,{&tZ}) <1 
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provided that t is large enough. Furthermore, there is a unitary matrix 
x E @nxn which transforms A and B = tZ into block diagonal matrices [see 
(2.5)]: therefore the inequality (2.10) is satisfied under the hypothesis (3.1). 
Hence, by Theorem 2.1 we have 
Jhj - Ai1 
J(h,/t)2+1 J(ii/t)2+1 
xd;(R(X,),R(~,)), i=l,..., I, 
which gives (3.2) as well as (3.3) when t -+ + ~0. E 
REMARK 3.2. Theorem 3.1 shows that in the case of 1 = 1, if x1 is a unit 
eigenvector of a Hermitian matrix A E Cnxn belonging to its eigenvalue A,, 
and if f, is an approximation of x,, Ilf,JI, = 1, then 
IX’~M,--Ar(< max IA, -Ajlsin213(R(r,),R(x’,)) (3.4) 
Z<j<n 
< 21(A(12 sin’O(R(x,), R(f,)), (3.5) 
where {A&‘= r = A(A) and 
O( R( x1), R( 2,)) = arccoslfrxll > 0. 
The inequalities (3.4) and (3.5) give explicit expressions of the important 
fact that the precision of the Rayleigh quotient X’FAZ, as an approximate 
eigenvalue of a Hermitian matrix A is higher than that of f, as its 
approximate eigenvector. 
Z thank the referee who pointed out a mistake in the manuscript. 
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